EYFS Long Term Overview: Year B
Subject
Topic
WOW/Visitors

Role Play
Small World
Personal, Social
and Emotional
Development
British Values

Communication
& language
development
Physical
Development
Literacy
development

Mathematical
development

Understanding
the world
British Values

Expressive art
and design

Autumn 1
8 weeks
Magnificent me

Autumn 2
7 weeks
Celebrations

Spring 1
6 weeks
Super Heroes

Me

Visit from Santa
Library Christmas
service
Party/celebrations room
Moles Best Party Ever

Visit from a Super hero

Spring 2
6 weeks
Fantasy Dragon visit
Fairy tales
Dragon visit/ letters

Bat Cave/den
Super hero scene

Castle
Fairy tale land

Home corner
Garden scene and house

Summer 1
5 weeks
Inventions

Summer 2
8 weeks
Seaside

Visits from Scientist

Trip to Cleethorpes

Invention Lab
Beach scene
Construction kits to make Under the sea, sea creatures
an invention
On-going daily provision through circle time and child led, adult initiated and adult led activities. Specific situations addressed when required.
Rule of law
Understanding that rules matter - learning to manage our own feelings and behaviour: learning right from wrong: behaving within agreed and clearly defined
boundaries: dealing with the consequences.
Democracy; a situation where everyone is treated equally and has equal rights. Giving children opportunities to develop their self confidence and self-awareness, to
make choices and decisions about what they want to explore and how they're going to use the resources

Introduction to RWI.
Apply speaking skills in provision independently.
Opportunities to extend speaking skills and building
Listen to others and take on their ideas.
on vocab.
Outdoor provision/gym, Dance, games & Apparatus each week. Hall time with JB.
Fine motor skills – holding a pencil correctly, using scissors carefully, dough gym, painting and other finger gym activities.
RWI
RWI
RWI
CVC words
Emergent writing.
Writing for a specific purpose.
Mark making opportunities
Introduce sentence structure.
Labels captions lists
Numbers to 5
Numbers to 10
Numbers to 20
Counting, recognising, ordering, matching
Counting, recognising, ordering, matching
Counting, recognising, ordering, matching
One more/One less
One more/One less
One more/One less
Addition and subtraction
Addition and subtraction
Addition and subtraction
Subitizing
Doubling, halving and sharing
Doubling, halving and sharing
Shape, space and measure throughout
Shape, space and measure throughout
Shape, space and measure throughout
Thinking about our
Looking at different
What is a superpower?
History of dragons
How do things work and
How do we travel?
families.
cultures and celebrations.
Where would a superhero
Diet of a dragon
why?
What lives in the sea?
Looking at similarities
Night and day.
live?
Differences between
Inventions then and now
Sea vs land animals
and differences between
Science links – fireworks. How do they travel?
dragons/humans/other
What can we invent?
our lives.
animals.
Self portraits
Firework/bonfire night
Designing and making a
Acting out a dragon in the Making invention
Collage of the seaside
Family portraits
paintings
cape
forest.
machine
using real materials
Building houses
Birthday decorations
Designing and making
Making music for dragons Design and make a robot
Exploring different
Christmas collages
gadgets
textures from the seaside

EYFS Long Term Overview: Year B
Christmas nativity

Acting out visit to the
seaside

